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Eurex Clearing – Responding to Change
Clearing significantly improves market safety and efficiency
▪ Increasing regulatory pressure on capital requirement
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Capital Rules

−

RWAs and Leverage Ratio (LR)

−

Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR), Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)

−

Increase margin, haircut and collateral requirements

▪ Traditionally CCPs direct membership was limited to banks
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▪ Clearing member exits and limited new entrants driven by capital rules

Concentration

▪ Increasing concentration on a fewer number of clearing firms offering
client clearing
▪ ISA models already increased the porting likelihood over traditional
OSA models
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Porting

▪ However, operational obstacles and increased capital requirements
are significant challenges to effectuate porting under the traditional
client clearing arrangements

In order to unlock the full benefit of central clearing, sell and buy-side participants
need to unlock capital, margin and collateral efficiencies
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(1) Capital Rules
Increased pressure on client clearing

Challenge

Solution

▪ Derivatives and securities financing transactions (SFT) are coming under increased
regulatory pressure, substantially increasing costs for participants in offering client
clearing directly or indirectly for clients
▪ Basel III raises capital requirements significantly based on risk weighted assets
(RWAs) and a new leverage ratio requirement against un-weighted on- and offbalance sheet exposure
▪ BCBS-IOSCO, LCR, EMIR and other regulations increase margin, haircut and
collateral requirements whilst limiting re-use of collateral, particularly for bilateral
transactions, with new Basel III liquidity rules putting additional strain on global
collateral balances
▪ In order to unlock the full benefits of central clearing, sell and buy-side participants
need to look for superior capital, margin and collateral efficiencies, provided only by
the most advanced CCP models
▪ Eurex Clearing has analyzed new direct clearing models across derivatives, repo and
securities lending to eliminate bilateral and extra CCP leg exposures, thereby
optimizing capital costs, resulting in higher capital efficiencies while maintaining the
existing client clearing market structure
▪ This is achieved by making the buy-side organization a direct legal counterpart of the
CCP
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(2) Concentration
ISA Direct diversifies the direct member base

Challenge

▪ As an intermediating risk management mechanism, a CCP and its participants benefit
most from a broad and diverse membership since:
▪ Efficiencies of a CCP in terms of multilateral netting and mutualisation of tail-risk are
greatest for large markets, and
▪ CCP risk management benefits from diversity of membership in both the daily quality
of price discovery and trading, as well as the benefit in terms of de-correlated default
scenarios
▪ These benefits are complemented for members and their clients by other features, e.g.
the general reduction in concentration risk for positions across both prop and agent
accounts
▪ For regulators the market discipline, transparency and risk mitigation features of CCPs
are clear, and the increase in the diversity of members beyond traditional large banks
draws the benefit of increasing these features to the new membership

Solution

▪ With ISA Direct, in particular investment firms, asset managers, and pension funds
trading clearable instruments and products will be brought under the CCP’s rulebook
▪ Additionally, by introducing this new direct access model, the safety of the CCP and
the integrity of financial markets in general will be supported
▪ Admission criteria and the risk management framework are amended in certain areas
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(3) Porting
ISA Direct increases the likelihood of porting

Challenge

▪ EMIR requires all CCPs to offer at least one omnibus and one individual segregation
model with respective porting structures in place
▪ The likelihood of porting will drive the overall size of the portfolio to be liquidated and
the overall stress to the market and the effected CCP and its clearing members
▪ Even with such strict regulation the likelihood of porting does not only depend on the
quality of the model and the framework for porting offered by the CCP
▪ The willingness of Clearing Members to onboard clients in such crisis is key and is
driven by the quality of the client, the risk appetite and by the additional equity capital
necessary to cover the additional exposure under the new capital rules

Solution

▪ Compared to regular ISA clients, the ISA Direct Members show greater independence
with respect to their Clearing Agent
▪ The greater independence increases the possibility of finding a new Clearing Agent,
and further minimizing the overall concentration risk for the CCP
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Future Regulatory Trends in Clearing
•

The amount of centrally
cleared trades will
further increase

Efforts at the
international level on
CCP practices are
expected to continue,
and to extend to CMs
and clients

Ongoing competition
between CCPs for
market share

Industry solutions
make adjusting to
dynamics in clearing
landscape easier

•

•

•

Driven by regulatory development such as the perspective inclusion of further asset
classes to the central clearing mandate as well as the final phase in of uncleared
margin rules constitute an incentive to move more volume to central clearing.
Most importantly the netting gains will also be a drive to move business towards
central clearing and prove to be a competitive edge of market places.
Continuation of active discussion between all involved stakeholders to keep the
clearing space up to date to changes of the market structure to preserve the
effectiveness of the clearing system as a whole (e.g. the latest consultation on DMP
and auctions helps to identify potential fields for necessary adaptions and ensures the
system is effective and maintains a sound incentive structure).
The development of a CCP recovery and resolution framework is the missing piece of
the puzzle to implementing the G20 stability agenda.

•

Driven by differences in the setup and quality of services of different CCPs: breadth of
membership basis, customer services (securities lending, direct membership),
recovery tools accepted (VMGH vs, cash calls), etc.

•

But also influenced by geopolitical developments such as Brexit and equivalence
decisions being used as diplomatic levers.

•

Industry solutions are being developed to help market participants better cope with
the challenges they face due to the evolving / ever changing clearing landscape.

•

ISA Direct is an alternative access model developed by Eurex Clearing that creates
better access for the buy-side, reduces risk concentration among clearing Members
and as such leads to a more equitable and balanced clearing landscape.
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Key considerations for Category 3 & 4 Firms
Competition has created choices which need to be evaluated …

1. COMPLICATED
PROBLEM

2. Evaluate
Choices

3. To Drive
Efficiency

• Regulatory compliance

• Choose a CCP

• Operationally efficient

• Political uncertainty

• Choose a Clearer

• Cost effective

• Best Execution
obligations

• Decide level of
segregation

• Optimise collateral

• Cost

• Choose execution
platform

• Access
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Best Execution - Cost of Trading & Clearing
What does it mean?
Article 27 of MiFID II sets out these characteristics under the obligation to execute orders
on terms most favourable to the client, where firms must consider:
Price

Costs

Speed

Likelihood of
execution and
settlement

Size

Lifetime cost considerations:

Day 1 Considerations:
Access to Trade:
• Bilateral or Cleared
• OTC or listed
Price of Trade:
• Bid/Offer spread
• CostUMR
of capital drivers; CCP c-factor,
DF efficiency, compression probability
• Dealers’ position

Nature

…or any other
relevant
consideration

•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial Margin
Cost of funding
Collateral eligibility
Fees
Operational costs
Asset safety

Clients need to review their ‘Best Execution’ policies – It is no longer just about best price
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Combining Repo & IRS through Direct CCP Membership
Integrated collateral management under ISA Direct provides access to GC Pooling`s repo liquidity

The Challenge
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cash variation margin
Access to balance sheet
Capital rules
Transforming HQLA

The Solution
Select Finance – ISA Direct for Repo
Re-use cash from repo for VM
Re-use reverse repo collateral for IM

▪
▪
▪

RFQ

Eurex
Repo

Basic
Clearing
Member

Clearing
Member A

Repo /
GC Pooling

Benefits

Securities

Securities

Cash

Cash

Repo /
GC Pooling

Pledge
Netted IM
13,000+
ISINs for IM

Access to interbank repo liquidity

Clearing
Member B

Re-use cash for VM

Reduce operational risks and cost by
utilising single infrastructure

€
✔

Maximise eligible set of assets for posting of
IM and use in repo
Net margin requirements between Repo
and IRS

€

Limit counterparty risk by facing Eurex
Clearing (CCP) directly

IM
OTC

Cash / VM

Cash / VM

IM
OTC

VM

VM
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Eurex strategic growth themes across asset classes
Equity and Index

Structural
Opportunities

▪ Shift from active to passive
creates demand for index
derivatives as investment and
precision tools
▪ Buy-side becomes main driver for
futurization of OTC business
▪ Product innovation shifts from
dealer-centric OTC to ETD

Ambition
Levels

The Global Venue for
Benchmark Indices

▪ Largest European equity and
index margin pool

Strategic
Levers

Secular
Growth
Themes

▪ Foothold in EuroStoxx and global
MSCI index framework creates
unique starting position

▪ Strong track record in innovation
and futurization with Dividend,
Vola and Total Return Futures
▪ MSCI index framework
▪ Index ecosystems: factorization,
diversification
▪ New asset class: Total Return
Futures

Fixed Income
▪ BREXIT creates unique
momentum to shift substantial
margin and collateral pools in
OTC IRD and Securities
Financing / Repo
▪ Migration to new Euro reference
rate creates opportunities in shortterm rates

Foreign Exchange
▪ Shift from non-cleared to cleared
OTC FX environment driven by
non-cleared margin rules and
regulatory capital costs (Basel III)
▪ Establish European liquidity pool
for FX futures utilizing Eurex and
360T distribution networks

The Global Venue for
Euro-Yield-Curve

An Innovator in Global
FX Markets

▪ Margin and collateral efficiencies
across long-term interest rate
ETD and OTC create strong pull
effect on short-term business

▪ Facilitate capital gains through FX
clearing services

▪ Partnership Program OSCAR
accelerates momentum to
capture Euro IRD and Securities
Financing / Repo business

▪ OTC IRD Client Clearing
▪ Securities Financing / Repo
▪ Short-term interest rate: New
reference rates

▪ Mitigate credit risk and
counterparty concentration
▪ Eurex Clearing Partnership
Program designed to attract and
accelerate the onboarding of OTC
FX

▪ OTC FX clearing (XCCY Swaps,
FX Swaps, Forwards and Spot)
▪ ETD FX trading and clearing
(Future, Rolling Spot Future)
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Clearing generates significant benefits ……
1

Reduction of capital requirements for banks

2

Improved conditions for the buy-side

3

Reduced risk and enhanced protection

Increasing safety
and robustness

Additional benefits provided by Eurex Clearing
4

Integrated x-product work flow and cross margin potential

5

Single collateral pool provides greater efficiency

6

Interlinking derivatives and securities finance for funding optimisation

Onboarding with Eurex is a no regret move
7

IRS Liquidity at the same bid/offer and size as other CCPs

8

EU 27 solution removing geo-political risks

9

Increased competition and innovation
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OTC IRD Market Share Continues to Grow
EUR Market Share – by CCP and by product
Key Points

Notional Outstanding
IRS

IRD
•

As of 30th September
2019

8.6%
(Eurex)

2.0%

Increase in IRS market share from 3.7% to
8.6% January 2018 to September 2019

12.1%
(Eurex)
1.2%
89.4%

•

Increase in FRA market share from 3.2% to
33.8% January 2018 to September 2019

FRA
33.8%
(Eurex)

86.7%

•

Increase in IRD market share from 2.6% to
12.1% January 2018 to September 2019

66.2%

CME

Eurex

LCH

Products include IRS, OIS, Basis, ZC, FRA, VNS & Inflation

Notional Outstanding IRS

IRS Notional Outstanding (Tn)

IRS NO Market Share

IRS ADV

Smoothed 3M Rolling Average

Sep-19

Jul-19

May-19

Mar-19

Jan-19

Nov-18

Sep-18

Jul-18

May-18

Mar-18

Jan-18

Nov-17

Sep-17

Jul-17

May-17

Mar-17

Jan-17

10.0%
9.0%
8.0%
7.0%
6.0%
5.0%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%

Jan-18
Feb-18
Mar-18
Apr-18
May-18
Jun-18
Jul-18
Aug-18
Sep-18
Oct-18
Nov-18
Dec-18
Jan-19
Feb-19
Mar-19
Apr-19
May-19
Jun-19
Jul-19
Aug-19
Sep-19

5.0
4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
-

IRS ADV

18.00
16.00
14.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00

3M Rolling Average
Source: Clarus FT
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Contacts at Eurex
Eurex Fixed Income Derivatives, Funding & Financing Sales
Global Head FIFF Sales

Head of FIFF Sales Americas

Head of FIFF Sales - Europe

Head of FIFF Sales Asia

Sales Support

Philip Simons
T +44 (0) 207 862 7239
M +44 (0) 7824 141 618

Frank Gast
T +49 (0) 692 111 4050
M +49 (0) 173 684 0381
frank.gast@deutsche-boerse.com

Markus Georgi
T: +852 25 30-78 20
M: +852 6625 52

Charmaine Newman
T +44 (0) 20 7862 7276
M +44 (0) 7977 575 398

philip.simons@deutsche-boerse.com

Tim Gits
T +1 (312) 544 1091
M +1 (312) 9 29 85 88
tim.gits@deutsche-boerse.com

markus.georgi@deutsche-boerse.com

charmaine.newman@deutsche-boerse.com

Buyside Sales Initiatives

Buyside Sales Initiatives

Derivatives Sales Initiatives

F&F Sales Initiatives – Lending
CCP

F&F Sales Initiatives – Lending CCP

Ricky Maloney
T +44 (0) 207 862 7316
M +44 (0) 7920 233 370

Frank Odendall
T +44 (0) 207 862 7273
M +44 (0) 790 016 3346

Vassily Pascalis
T +44 (0) 207 862 7211
M +44 (0) 7884 667 300

Jonathan Lombardo
T +44 (0) 207 862 7273
M +44 (0) 790 016 3346

ricky.maloney@deutsche-boerse.com

frank.odendall@deutsche-boerse.com

vassily.pascalis@deutsche-boerse.com

Jonathan.lombardo@deutsche-boerse.com

F&F Sales Initiatives - Repo

Austria & Germany – Derivatives
Sales (Sell Side)

Austria & Germany – Derivatives
Sales (Buyside)

Austria, Germany & Netherlands –
F&F Sales

Carsten Hiller
T +49 69 211-1 31 82
M +49 171 2760842

Andreas Stadelmaier
T +49 (0) 692 111 3859
M +49 (0) 172 614 7753

Ingo Deisenroth
T +49 69 2 11-1 41 93
M +49 172-6 19 98 13

carsten.hiller@deutsche-boerse.com

andreas.stadelmaier@deutsche-boerse.com

Lothar Kloster
T +49 (0) 69 2 11-1 72 89
M +49 (0) 172 6 19 99 94
lothar.kloster@eurexchange.com

France, Belgium & Iberia –
Derivatives Sales

France & Belgium – F&F Sales

David Carretero
T +49 (0) 69 2 11 1 82 33
M +49 (0) 172 6 17 98 92

Alexandra Morelle
T +33 1 5 52 76-7 69
M +33 603 70 92 50

david.carretero@deutsche-boerse.com

Netherlands – Derivatives Sales

Gerard Denham
T +44 (0) 207 862 7634
M +44 (0) 787 688 5276
Gerard.denham@deutsche-boerse.com
France & Belgium – Derivatives Sales

Ingo.Deisenroth@deutsche-boerse.com

Isabelle Blanche
T +44 (0) 207 862 7552
M +44 (0) 7469 158 445
Isabelle.blanche@deutsche-boerse.com

Germany – F&F Sales

Iberia, Nordics, UK & Ireland – F&F
Sales

Netherlands, Nordics, UK & Ireland
(Sell side) – Derivatives Sales

Alexandra.Morelle@deutsche-boerse.com

Esen Rose
T +49 69 2 11-1 31 72
M +49 172 6 18 15 77
Esen.Rose@deutsche-boerse.com

Dale Fullilove
T +44 (0) 207 862 7238
M +44 (0) 782 594 4032
dale.fullilove@deutsche-boerse.com

Adam Husted
T +44 (0) 207 862 7249
M +44 (0) 7920 233 362
adam.husted@deutsche-boerse.com

Switzerland, Italy & Mediterranean
– Derivatives Sales

Switzerland, Italy & Mediterranean
– F&F Sales

UK & Ireland - Derivatives Sales &
Buyside Initiatives

UK & Ireland – F&F Sales

Eva Haupt
T +44 (0) 207 862 7655
M +44 (0) 7825 403481
eva.haupt@deutsche-boerse.com

Francesca Dell’Era
T +41 (0) 43 4 30-71 23
M +41 (0) 79 5 72 00 98

Andre Amman
T +41 43 4 30-71 12
M +41 792 29 88 91

Catherine Alexander
T +44 (0) 207 862 7256
M +44 (0) 7551 172 204

Francesca.DellEra@eurexchange.com

andre.ammann@deutsche-boerse.com

catherine.alexander@deutsche-boerse.com

US – Derivatives Sales

US – F&F Sales

Sales Business Management

Christian Dopp
T +1 (312) 544 1011
M +1 (312) 404 5906
chris.dopp@deutsche-boerse.com

Matthew Scharpf
T +1 (312) 544 1086
M +1 (312) 532 9747

Katrina Ryan
T +44 (0) 207 862 7289
M +44 (0) 7825 456 188
katrina.ryan@deutsche-boerse.com

matthew.scharpf@deutsche-boerse.com

Katja Renner
T +44 (0) 2078627233
M +44 (0) 7796993728
katja.renner@deutsche-boerse.com
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Cross-border financial regulation (TVs, CSDs)

Legislative proposal
Initiatives
REFIT priorities

CCP Recovery and Resolution

Strong
Euro

Financial
stability

2019-2024: Priorities for new legislative cycle

Reform of Eurozone & budget
MiFID REFIT – Support growth of commodity markets
and resilience of ETD markets

Integrated
Capital markets

MiFID REFIT – Support transparency &
liquidity of regulated trading venues

Solvency II – Address capital charge bias
against equity investments
EPTF Report – 29th securities law regime? Review of SFD/SRD?
Harmonised insolvency laws? Consistent reporting?

Interlinked fields

Future CMU Priorities

Supervision of EU FMIs
CSDR Review – Cross-border provision of services (CSD links),
use of commercial bank money, licensing process

Sustainable Finance
Taxonomy

Sustainability Agenda
Digitalization of Single Market

Financial Transaction Tax

H2 2019

H1 2020

H2 2020

Review

H1 2021

H2 2021

H1 2022

H2 2022

H1 2023

H2 2023

H1 2024
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Disclaimer

© Deutsche Börse AG 2019. All rights reserved.
Deutsche Börse AG (DBAG), Clearstream Banking AG (Clearstream), Eurex Frankfurt AG, Eurex Clearing AG (Eurex Clearing) and Eurex Repo GmbH (Eurex Repo) are corporate entities and are registered
under German law. Eurex Zürich AG is a corporate entity and is registered under Swiss law. Clearstream Banking S.A. is a corporate entity and is registered under Luxembourg law. Deutsche Boerse Asia
Holding Pte. Ltd., Eurex Clearing Asia Pte. Ltd. and Eurex Exchange Asia Pte. Ltd are corporate entities and are registered under Singapore law. Eurex Frankfurt AG (Eurex) is the administrating and operating
institution of Eurex Deutschland. Eurex Deutschland and Eurex Zürich AG are in the following referred to as the “Eurex Exchanges”.
All intellectual property, proprietary and other rights and interests in this publication and the subject matter hereof (other than certain trademarks and service marks listed below) are owned by DBAG and its
affiliates and subsidiaries including, without limitation, all patent, registered design, copyright, trademark and service mark rights. While reasonable care has been taken in the preparation of this publication to
provide details that are accurate and not misleading at the time of publication DBAG, Clearstream, Eurex, Eurex Clearing, Eurex Bonds, Eurex Repo as well as the Eurex Exchanges and their respective
servants and agents (a) do not make any representations or warranties regarding the information contained herein, whether express or implied, including without limitation any implied warranty of merchantability
or fitness for a particular purpose or any warranty with respect to the accuracy, correctness, quality, completeness or timeliness of such information, and (b) shall not be responsible or liable for any third party’s
use of any information contained herein under any circumstances, including, without limitation, in connection with actual trading or otherwise or for any errors or omissions contained in this publication.
This publication is published for information purposes only and shall not constitute investment advice respectively does not constitute an offer, solicitation or recommendation to acquire or dispose of any
investment or to engage in any other transaction. This publication is not intended for solicitation purposes but only for use as general information. All descriptions, examples and calculations contained in this
publication are for illustrative purposes only.
No obligation to update information: Deutsche Börse AG does not assume any obligation and does not intend to update any information contained herein.
No investment advice: This presentation is for information only and shall not constitute investment advice. It is not intended for solicitation purposes but only for use as general information.
All descriptions, examples and calculations contained in this presentation are for illustrative purposes only.

